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Gas dynamics equations with nonlinear heat conduction is a fluid model commonly used for

describing and understanding the hydrodynamics of ablation flows encountered in inertial con-

finement fusion. Linear wave propagation properties of this set of equations are at the root of

theoretical models of stationary ablation [1] and are determining for the hydrodynamic stability

of ablation flows. Local analysis of longitudinal propagating linear waves in realistic ablation

flows — i.e. accounting exactly for the flow compressibility and non-uniformity — points out,

besides the two families of quasi-isothermal acoustic waves that may propagate into the heat-

conduction region of the flow, a family of supersonic upstream-propagating waves in this region.

The propagation velocity q of these waves is determined by the heat-conduction coefficient non-

uniformity, ∂κ/∂x, and temperature derivative, ∂κ/∂T . Such waves carry perturbation inho-

mogeneities in temperature, and density in the case of a density-dependent heat-conduction co-

efficient, that are associated with heat-flux perturbation inhomogeneities. Heat-conduction and

shock-compressed regions of an ablation wave are identified with, respectively, regions of high

(q � cT , with cT the isothermal sound speed) and low (q � cT ) heat-propagation regimes. This

description is confirmed by quantitative data computed for some representative self-similar ab-

lation flows of radiative conduction [2]. Estimated damping of supersonic upstream-propagating

waves in these flows shows that waves with wavelengths exceeding several conduction-region

lengths are essentially transmitted across the flow heat-conduction regions, with the possibility

of upstream propagation of temperature and density perturbations up to the Chapman–Jouguet

points of fast-expansion flows. This feature, ruled out by the standard model of stationary radia-

tive ablation that assumes isothermal expansion flows [1], could trigger heat-conduction region

flow instabilities [3].
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